Question - “Why is sex between WP and NWP incorrect behavior?”
1) If being in the bed with White people benefited black people and worked against R/WS
this problem would have been solved long time ago.

2) Most clever strategy as it erodes overall effort to counter WS.

3) For the non-white person in those relationships, that behavior has a destructive and
averse impact on their ability to think honestly about R/WS due to their personal and
intimate attachment to White people it confuses their ability to understand R/WS. Also
confuses other (offspring, relatives, etc.) NWP as well. Like throwing confusion-grenades
at NWP when seen in public. Makes many NWP think there is no R/WS, no need to be
critical of White people, or at least, that there are White people who are above
suspicion.

4) Creates a buffer group; 9 out of 10 of offspring will identify with White parent/WS and
work against black people; not work to eliminate WS.

5) (If one understands Power then), the act is rape. Because of WS you have a White over
Non-White situation. The unequal power gives the WP the advantage. Sex is supposed
to be between equals. To take sexual advantage of a weaker person is incorrect
behavior and is considered a crime when the disadvantage in power is not based on
color.

6) The evidence shows, NWP have not been able to RWSWJ and engage in sexual
intercourse with White people. We have not been able to do it that way. I am unaware
of NWP ever taking the stance that this behavior is incorrect to engage in sexual
intercourse with White people as long as the system of WS exists. I suggest we try it.

7) Need for psychological distance from your enemy; No psycho-distance = No psychodefense. Being drawn further and further in…to an unknown situation (?where is all this
sex btw white and non-white going to go under WS?).

